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Resonant peaks in theresistanceof a mesoscopic normal-metal wire in contact with two superconductors
under rf irradiation are detected. The peaks occur when a potential differenceVS5\v/2e is applied between
the superconductors. The peaks can be interpreted as an ac phase-coherent phenomenon in the conductance of
mesoscopic normal-metal–superconductor structures. This effect is observed although the critical Josephson
current is negligibly small and the Shapiro steps are absent.@S0163-1829~97!51138-6#

Recently, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the
effect of a superconductor on the normal resistance of meso-
scopic normal-metal–superconductor~NS! structures. It
turns out that the behavior of the proximity correction to the
resistance~PCR! differs drastically, in some aspects, from
that of the Josephson current, another consequence of the
proximity effect. For instance, the PCR and Josephson cur-
rent have a different temperature dependences. The Joseph-
son current has a maximum amplitude at low temperature
and decreases exponentially at high temperature when the
coherence length in the normal region,jN , becomes smaller
than the spacing between the superconductors. In contrast,
the PCR has a maximum amplitude at a temperature corre-
sponding to the Thouless energy,ETh5\D/L2 ~L is the
length of the normal part, andD is the diffusion coefficient!,
and disappears at low temperature.1 The PCR and the Jo-
sephson current also have different sensitivity to the phase of
the superconducting order parameter,w. The Josephson cur-
rent is related to the phase through the equationI J
5I C sinw, whereas the PCR depends on the phase such that
dR/R;cosw. The latter was demonstrated recently in experi-
ments performed with an Andreev interferometer, where the
phase is controlled by means of magnetic field or the
supercurrent.2–5 The question still remains as to whether the
ac phenomenon exists in the PCR. In the case of the Joseph-
son current, the ac effect results in Shapiro steps in theI -V
characteristic of the superconductor–normal-metal–
superconductor~SNS! junctions. Recently Volkov and
Takaynagi showed that the resistance of mesoscopic NS
structures exposed to rf irradiation,Vvcosvt, should display
peaks atVS5n\v/2e, wheren51,2. . . andVS is the con-
stant bias voltage between the superconductors~the geom-
etry of the structure was similar to that shown in Fig. 1!.6

The peaks were caused by resonant suppression of the PCR
when VS satisfies the Josephson relation. It was predicted
that the amplitude of the peaks should be of the order of the
PCR, and that they should exist even when the spacing be-
tween the two superconductors greatly exceedsjN and the
Josephson current is negligible. In this paper, we follow the
arguments presented in Ref. 6 to seek the ac phase coherent
effects in the resistance of NS structures. We study the re-
sponse of a normal silver wire in contact with two supercon-
ductors on rf irradiation in the gigahertz range. We observe
the phase-coherent ac effect. Under rf irradiation, resonant
peaks in the wire resistance emerge when a potential differ-

ence is applied to the superconductors. The position of the
peaks corresponds to those predicted by the Josephson rela-
tion VS5n\v/2e. However, the amplitude of the effect is
much smaller than expected and is only 2% of the total prox-
imity correction.

Plan view of the sample and experimental configuration
are presented in the inset of Fig. 1. The normal 0.8mm long
silver wire is placed in contact with two superconducting
aluminum stripes at the stubs. The distance between the two
NS boundaries is about 0.6mm. The silver wire is 40 nm
thick and 120 nm wide. The sheet resistance of the silver is
0.2 V, which corresponds to a diffusion coefficient for the
electrons,D, of about 180 cm2/s, and a coherence length
jN5(\D/2pkBT)1/2'0.25mm at T50.35 K. The phase
breaking length in the silver film,Lw , is ;0.5mm. The
aluminum stripes are 300 nm wide and 45 nm thick. The
normal and superconducting parts are defined in two succes-
sive electron-beam lithography steps. The silver surface is
cleaned with Ar ions just before the evaporation of the alu-
minum. Typical NS interface resistance varies from 0.5 to 1
V.

Measurements are performed in a shielded He3 refrigera-
tor in the temperature range of 0.3 to 1 K. The resistance of
the silver wire is studied as a function of rf radiation ampli-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistance of the silver
wire ~filled circles! and a fit given by quasiclassical proximity
theory~dashed line!. Inset: scanning electron microscopy picture of
the structure studied;I -I and U-U denote current and potential
leads for the resistance measurement. The dc currentI 1 induces a
potential difference between the superconductors.
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tude and potential difference between the superconductors. A
lock-in technique with a low frequency (f 5183 Hz) probe
current is used for the resistance measurements. The current
and potential leads are identified in Fig. 1. The typical mag-
nitude of the probe current isI probe;0.5mA. A potential
difference between the superconductors,VS5I 1Rtotal, is in-
duced by the dc currentI 1 ~Rtotal is the total resistance be-
tween the superconductors; this includes the resistances of
two NS interfaces, and the silver wire!. We estimateRtotal
from theI -V curves measured between the superconductors.
In different samples,Rtotal is found to be between 2 and 3.5
V. TheI -V curves demonstrate the absence of the dc Joseph-
son current in the samples. This should be expected because
of the large distance between the superconductors compared
with jN . rf irradiation in the frequency range from 0.8 to 1.6
GHz is fed from the top of the refrigerator by coaxial cable,
and is coupled to the sample capacitively.

We have investigated five samples. They show qualita-
tively the same behavior and in this paper we present the
data for just one of them. Below the superconducting transi-
tion of the aluminum stripes,TC;1.5 K, we observe a
gradual decrease in the resistance of the silver wire~Fig. 1!.
The amplitude of the effect atT50.3 K is about 5% of the
normal state resistance. This phenomenon has a fruitful ex-
planation in the framework of the quasiclassical proximity
theory.7 We can approximate the experimental curve by as-
suming a temperature-independent phase breaking rate in the
normal conductor, and using the NS interface resistance,Rb ,
as a fitting parameter.7 The theoretical curve is plotted in Fig.
1 as a dashed line.Rb deduced from this approximation is
;2 V, which is in reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental value of;0.9V.

We are able to influence the induced proximity correction
in a number of ways: by exposing the sample to rf radiation,
by altering the currentI 1 between the superconductors, and
by applying a magnetic field. In the parameter range of our
experiments, all these factors weakly affect the normal prop-
erties of the silver metal itself. In Fig. 2 the dependencies of
DR vs I 1Rtotal are shown ~the total resistance isRtotal
'2.2V!. In the absence of rf radiation,I 1Rtotal suppresses

the proximity correction monotonously with saturation oc-
curring at 20mV ~inset of Fig. 2!. Under rf radiation peaklike
features are superimposed on the smooth curve. For the
curve corresponding to radiation of 1.15 GHz two peaks are
situated at 2.3 and 4.7mV, and for the curve corresponding
to radiation of 1.6 GHz one can distinguish a peak at 3.3mV.
The peak positions satisfy the Josephson relationVS
5RtotalI 15n\v/2e with n51 for the first peak andn52 for
the second peak. The amplitude of the peaks accounts for
only 2% of the total proximity correction. The effect has also
been observed in an experiment with radiation of 0.825 GHz
~not shown!. These observations reassured us that we did
detect the ac phase-coherent effect discussed by Volkov and
Takayanagi. Nevertheless, theamplitude of the effect is
much smaller than expected from the theory. The theory pre-
dicts an amplitude comparable to the total proximity correc-
tion, which occurs in the Andreev-type interferometers~in
both cases, a phase dependent part of the proximity correc-
tion is affected!.2–5 In our experiments the amplitude is two
orders of magnitude weaker. Although there is no complete
explanation of this suppression, we suggest three reasons that
can be important. One is the rough tuning of the rf radiation
power. As with the usual Shapiro effect, the amplitude of the
nth peak should be proportional to the Bessel function of the
nth order,Jn@2eVv /\v#.6 Therefore, the first peak should
have a maximum value when 2eVv /\v'1.9, and should
disappear at a higher or lower rf power. Qualitatively this is
observed in the experiment, but we are not able to precisely
trace the power dependence of the amplitude and adjust it to
the maximum value. Due to this reason we can expect a
suppression of the peak amplitude by a factor of 2. Another
possible source is the effect of the probe current. This current
produces an alternative potential difference between the su-
perconductorsI probReff ~Reff is the resistance of the silver
wire between the stubs!, which should broaden and smear
the peaks. We estimatedI probReff;0.2mV in the experiment.
One should note that the broadening of the peaks in Fig. 2 is
larger than this value, hence this mechanism cannot be the
only source of the suppression. Temperature can serve as a
third cause of the peak amplitude suppression. In our experi-
ment, the thermal energykBT greatly exceeds the energy of
the rf quanta, which determines the scale of the effect. One
can expect a smearing of the resonant peaks for this
condition.8 We believe that this is the main reason for the
suppression of the peak amplitude.

Finally we would like to discuss two side effects which
accompany the resonant peaks and are important for a com-
plete physical picture. They are the effects of the voltage
I 1Rtotal and rf radiation on the PCR. Both gradually suppress
the PCR~Figs. 2 and 3!. We have performed out independent
experiments on samples of similar geometry to rule out the
heating effect.9 One possible explanation of the PCR sup-
pression comes from the phase-coherent nature of the prox-
imity correction. The potential difference between the super-
conductors,I 1Rtotal results in a time dependence of the phase
differencew, w5w01(2eVS /\)t. To find a stationary PCR,
one should time average the equations containingw. This
results in a gradual suppression of the proximity correction
with I 1Rtotal. It is straightforward to show that the phase-
dependent part of the PCR should disappear when the poten-
tial difference becomes larger thanI 1CRtotal5(\D/L2)/2e.

FIG. 2. The proximity correction to the resistance as a function
of the potential difference between the superconductors in the pres-
ence of 1.15 GHz~curve with filled circles! and 1.6 GHz~curve
with empty circles! radiation. The rf power at the top of the refrig-
erator,Pv , has the corresponding amplitude of;1 and 0.3 mW.
Inset: the proximity correction as a function of potential difference
between the superconductors atPv50 W.
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We estimateI 1CRtotal'20mV in the sample under consider-
ation, which is in agreement with the experimental value~see
inset of Fig. 2!. The presence of this suppression mechanism
substantially limits the range of the frequencies which can be
used for the detection of the ac phase-coherent effect in the
PCR. The effect of rf radiation is twofold. On one hand, the
radiation influences the phase dependent part of the proxim-
ity correction in a similar fashion to the voltage~we think
this mechanism is effective for low power of rf radiation, see
inset of Fig. 3!. On the other hand, it suppresses the proxim-
ity correction by dumping the superconducting order param-

eter near the NS interfaces. The first mechanism is slightly
different from the case of the dc potential difference. Be-
cause of the oscillating voltageVvcos(vt), the proximity cor-
rection has a stationary term after time averaging, which is
proportional to J0@2eVv /\v#, where J0 is a zero-order
Bessel function. Therefore, one can expect a modulation of
the PCR with rf power. The experimental curve in the inset
of Fig. 3 does not evidently display a modulation larger than
5% of the total PCR, which is consistent with the amplitude
of resonant peaks. The remaining suppression effect we at-
tribute to the second mechanism. We did not study in detail
the latter, and so we limit ourselves to presentation of the
experimental data.

In conclusion, we have described the observation of the
phase-coherent effect in the resistance of mesoscopic NS
structures exposed to rf radiation. We find a resonant sup-
pression of the proximity correction to the resistance, which
occurs when the potential difference satisfying the Josephson
relationVS5\v/2e is applied between the superconductors.
This effect is in agreement with the recent prediction by
Volkov and Takayanagi.6 The amplitude of the effect, how-
ever, is much smaller than expected from theory being only
2% of the total proximity correction. We attribute the latter
to temperature smearing.
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FIG. 3. The suppression of the proximity correction to the re-
sistance in the presence of rf radiation atI 1Rtotal50 V. Pv is the
power at the top of the refrigerator. The inset: enlargement showing
the suppression at low power.
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